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After the video ended, Jia Fei turned to the side and glared at Hao

Mei with her blazing eyes. She clenched her fists and was about to

teach a lesson to that double-faced bitch when the dark screen lit up

again startling everyone in the room.

The screen brightened and blue colored large font words started to
appear on the screen.

[ YOU THINK IT WAS OVER? NAH..!! LET THE REAL SHOW

BEGIN.]

Hao Mei's complexion became paler seeing the words on the screen.
She looked at the IT staff who were trying to close this screen and was
already worried because they can't figure out a way out to solve this

situation, she shouted, " Stop it. Stop it, you stupid useless morons."

Qin Ju who was standing on the side was troubled and was worried
about what was going to happen. The words and font were similar to

the previous threats that he received. He gulped in nervousness,
worried what else left to show to the world? Everything was open

now.

But he was wrong. There is much more left to show yet.

"Oh My God. Isn't that the star photographer who used to work on

'The Queen's projects in the past? What are they doing together?" A
reporter who was standing down the stage gaped seeing another
video which was only a few seconds long.



" So Qin Ju was cheating on Jiang Yue and Hao Mei on Qin Ju? That's
ridiculous." Another reporter commented while urging the

cameraman to take a clear shot.

In the video, Hao Mei could be seen with a man kissing him

passionately. Although it was only a few minutes long, it ruined Hao

Mei's whatever left reputation.

Qin Ju's expressions turned gloomy seeing the video. His body froze

on the spot as he couldn't believe in his eyes. He left Jiang Yue for
Hao Mei but she backstabbed him and was making out with another
man.

He had done everything for her, he left the most beautiful girl who

was loyal to him just for her and she backstabbed him? He not only

showered her with money but pampered her with core, by arranging

the best opportunities for her. Her popularity soared in the last year

because of him.

Hao Mei's breath quickened from the shock and she slumped on the

floor as her legs went weak from all the happening. Her face was
stained with tears as she stared at the screen in a daze. She wailed as

she covered her face to not let cameras take her picture. She was now
in the most pathetic state.

Everyone thought that the show was over after Hao Mei's video
ended, however, the person behind all the drama had other plans.
After the video, various pictures of bank statements and documents

were displayed on the screen.

The picture was enlarged and could be seen clearly.

The reporters in the auditorium read the document carefully and
gaped in shock, " So the funds from the Youth foundation were going

in the personal account of Qin Ju?" A reporter spoke out in shock



upon seeing the pictures of the transaction between the foundation's
account and another account which was proved to be Qin Ju's secret
account in other pictures.

After that another document was shown on the screen which
astounded everyone.

" So...this was the fake will which was talked about in the first

video?" A reporter asked while reading the contents of the documents

carefully. In the first video, Hao Mei and Qin Ju talked about some

fake will but they didn't take it that seriously since the sėx scandal
was much more controversial for them.

The pictures stayed on the screen for enough time so that they could
take clear shots.

After the series of pictures, the drama finally came to an end.

[Qin Ju, Hao Mei, didn't I warn you before? You can fool alive people
but not the dead. Have a hell life ahead.!].

After the last words shown on the screen, the screen went dark again.

Everyone held their breaths for a while, staring at the screen, hoping
it would show something interesting again, but unfortunately it was

the end of the show.

After some time, when everyone confirmed that it's not going to lit up
again, people started whispering and were in a frenzy.

" OMG! He not only cheated on Jiang Yue but was trying to take her

wealth as well? Ah, disgusting!" The reporters started whispering

while the cameramen were taking pitiful shots of Hao Mei and Qin
Ju.

"So the CEO of QY Entertainment was using the foundation as the

source of taking money from everyone. So disgusting. How can he



take people's hard earned money which they gave for a good cause

for personal use?"

While reporters were whispering among each other, Jia Fei and Luo

Dan were more shocked than them. They never accepted this from

Qin Ju and Hao mei in their wild dreams.

Esur ovmpev Jaf Fua rusuz iacut Qar Jp qphv gudmzu, larhu vu jfl

rahu jaov Jafre Ypu, lvu rusuz vft qphv allpul jaov vaq. Svu fijfwl

duio prhmqdmzofgiu jaov vaq, fl ad lmquovare jfl fqall. Nmj lvu

zufiaxut ovfo vuz epo duuiare jfl zaevo. Hu al npzu lhpqgfe.

Luo Dan's eyes turned red as she felt bad for Jiang Yue thinking how
everyone betrayed her. Even after her death, they cant' let her rest in
peace. Tears started flowing from her eyes as she remembered Jiang

Yue's bright face.
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